Melee Sorter

Sorting Gemstones by Size for the Jewelry Industry

The ultimate software for achieving invisible settings during stone embedding.
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Product Highlights:

Measuring
Measures stones up to 40 points.

Quick Scanning
Scanning takes one second per stone.

Sort By Measurement
Sort diamonds by measurement, allowing the user to quickly assess their inventory by size.

Shapes
Measures all shapes, including princess, baguette, and square.

Sort By Diagram
Sort diamonds by diagram, allowing the user to quickly assess their inventory by shape and size.

Display
Shows corner angles, length, width and diamond edge.
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Scanox Proportion
High Resolution Diamond Grading

CFire
Visual Gemstones Light Performance

Scanox Zoom
Portable Rough & Polished Analyzer

Scanox S
Portable Loose Diamonds Grading

Melee Sorter
Sorting Gemstones by Size

GEMscribe
Girdle Laser Inscription System

DCam
Capture Share & Sell Imaging Machine
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